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Episode Two of Metis Coffee Talk Thursday October 21, 2021 at 7pm PST

METIS COFFEE TALK IS BACK!
Metis Coffee Talk is a live monthly broadcast hosted by BCMF President, Keith Henry. President Henry will provide
updates on programming, services, and discuss important issues affecting Metis in British Columbia. Our guest this
week is Joe Desjarlais, BCMF's Director of Research. Joe will provide an update on the progress that his team is making
and discuss how the research being conducted BCMF is instrumental in repatriating our Metis history in British
Columbia.
Tune in LIVE at 7 pm PST on Facebook at: www.facebook.com/bcmetis
If you have questions or topics you would like to see on the show please email k.henry@bcmetis.com

BOARD MEMBER MINUTE
Treasurer Betty Fisher

Betty has been with BCMF since 2015 and has been residing in British
Columbia and working with the Métis since 2000, mainly in the capacity
of finances. A greater part of my working life has been dedicated to
working with the Métis in a non-profit environment. My hobbies include;
beading, crocheting, knitting, sewing, quilting, reading, and baking. As a
wife, mother, grandmother, and great grandmother I enjoy being around
my close and extended family.

VIRTUAL
ANNUAL
GENERAL
MEETING
NOVEMBER 6, 2021
1-3 PM PDT
VIA LIVESTREAM
LEARN MORE AND VIEW THE AGENDA
AND ANNUAL REPORT AT
BCMETIS.COM/AGM2021

To the Members:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the annual general meeting (the
“Meeting”) of BC Métis Federation (“BCMF”) will be held on
Saturday, November 6th, 2021 at 1 pm, PDT.
In order to abide by the safety protocols imposed by the COVID19 pandemic, the Meeting will be held virtually using the
Webcast Canada platform. This is an easy to use system that
allows you to watch the AGM Livestream through your web
browser (you do not need to download any special software).
While there is no Board of Directors election this year, there is
still a requirement for procedural voting to take place during
this virtual event. All BCMF Members eligible to vote will be
able to cast their votes using the same Webcast Canada
platform that will be live streaming the AGM.
You will be provided with instructions and a link to the secure
AGM webpage via email one hour before the Meeting on
Saturday, November 6th, 2021. Please ensure that BCMF has
your current email on file; if you have concerns kindly contact
Membership@BCMetis.com to confirm your email of record.
For a copy of the agenda, please visit:
www.BCMetis.com/AGM2021
Please contact Admin@BCMetis.com should you have any
questions regarding technical requirements or experience any
difficulties with accessing the AGM Livestream or with the
voting process.

COASTGUARD
PROGRAM
UPDATE
Through partnership with the
Canadian Coast guard, BCMF
members have been given an
opportunity to learn all about
emergency and incident management
along our coastline. This multi-year
program focuses on building strong
communication and knowledge on
marine issues between the Canadian
Coast Guard, BC Métis Federation and
its members.

INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT
UPDATE
BCMF would like to thank the Industry Engagement team for their
hard work on our recent Jobs and Procurement Fairs. With the
ongoing changes in COVID restrictions and protocols our team still
managed to pull off successful and important events!
Make sure you are subscribed to email notifications and are following
BC Metis Federation on Facebook and Twitter for the most up to date
news & events. If you would like the team to come to your community,
please reach out to the Director of Industry Engagement, Greg Mazur
at G.Mazur@bcmetis.com

We are happy to announce that the
members participating in our West
Coast Water Protectors cohort have
all successfully passed their first
course!
The course took place over the month
of September and provided our team
the opportunity to learn all about
Incident Management in B.C. The team
members will continue on to complete
two more courses through the Justice
Institute of B.C. over the next two
months. We wish them the best of
luck!

COVID-19
COMMUNITY
SUPPORT
BCMF recently announced the
approval of a third round of COVID19 Relief funds to be made
available to members and Partner
Communities.

BC METIS FEDERATION
ISSUES RESPONSE TO
FIRST NATIONS
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
BCMF is advising members and partners about steps taken as a result
of recent actions spearheaded by the First Nations Leadership Council
(FNLC).
BC Metis Federation is responding to a letter received from the FNLC
dated October 4th. FNLC felt compelled to write as a result of prior
efforts by the BC Metis Federation to ensure our Metis members were
included in the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act
(DRIPA) and draft implementation work proposed by the Province of
BC.
BC Metis Federation leadership was disappointed by the FNLC
correspondence and has sent a letter today to address our concerns.
We hope for more respectful recognition in BC in the future.
BC Metis Federation demands that reconciliation in BC must include all
Indigenous people in BC.
To read more, visit our website: https://bcmetis.com/news/fnlcposition-on-metis-in-bc-regarding-dripa/

Member and Community Relief
Cheques have all now been sent
out, and you should be receiving
yours shortly.
Please reach out to BCMF if you
have moved, or wish to confirm
your mailing address and contact
details.
If you need more information or
would like to check on the status of
your relief funds, please contact
Kevin Henry, our COVID-19
program coordinator at
projectcoordinator@bcmetis.com

"This project is so important for
protecting the Michif French
dialect. There is definitely a
sense of urgency to preserve this
language, and I'm looking
forward to the launch of the K-6
curriculum next month"

MICHIF LANGUAGE PROJECT
UPDATE
Jeanie Cardinal, Director of Michif Language
Michif has been a historical language used by the Metis people of Canada, the skill and adaptability of this Canadiandeveloped language resulted in the Metis people being part of the economic development of Canada. The United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) reports that three-quarters of Indigenous languages in
Canada are “definitely”, “severely” or “critically” endangered, Michif language is in the critically endangered category.
The Michif language allows us to share and communicate culture, world views, knowledge systems, values, traditions,
customs, history, spirituality, social and political identity today and for future generations. The Michif language is integral
to our sense of self and a key aspect of self-determination as Métis. The Michif Language Project was funded in
partnership with Heritage Canada and BC Metis Federation to pursue the language preservation efforts of the French
Michif Dialect by developing a full curriculum and resource library for beginner-level learners. The project success is a
direct result of BC Metis Federations leadership in targeting Michif Language Revitalization as a priority.
Michif Language through Stories Curriculum K-6 is a community-led storytelling project. Each story was contributed by
the community, vetted by Michif Elders Committee and Speakers, Each story is transcribed into key Michif French words
and French words with full English translations. Each lesson includes Michif French audio of each lesson, full story
reading by the Michif Speaker telling a story with Michif audio of keywords spoken in Michif for pronouncing from each
of the stories. These stories have allowed us to preserve knowledge from our Elders and cherished language keepers
while we still can. According to census data, there are less than a thousand Michif speakers remaining across Canada, the
majority of whom are over 70 years old.
Michif Language Curriculum Volumes 1 to 3 are designed for any early learner, each level is broken down into a full K-6
Michif French Curriculum. There are 102 lesson plans that have been developed for use in schools, communities, and
daycare centres with scoring options to measure the learning capacity of the language. These lesson plans also include
additional extras such as recipes, games, cultural and traditional knowledge and audio files to support learning. The
completion of the K-6 curriculum includes a one-thousand word Michif Glossary with illustration photos, the first of its
kind.
We are in the final stages of editing and are looking forward to announcing the availability of the full K-6 curriculum
shortly. If you would like early access, please reach out to me at j.cardinal@bcmetis.com.

